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Axxon Next 3.6.1 

Release Notes  

15 October 2014 AxxonSoft releases version 3.6.1 of Axxon Next video 
management software 

Learn more about Axxon Next on the product page at 
http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/ 

New features and improvements  

1. ffmpeg library has been updated to version 2.3. 

2. Improvements in Time Compressor. 

3. Web client function has been improved: thumbnail loading has been optimized to reduce 
web server loads. 

4. Timeline operation in archive viewing mode has been refined. 

5. New localizations have been added (Brazilian Portuguese,  European Portuguese, Slovak, 
Lithuanian, Italian). 

6. Product documentation has been corrected and supplemented. 

Fixes 

1. Slow connection times when connecting from remote clients to domains with large 
configurations have been resolved. 

2. A memory leak in server processes during use of some cameras with on-board video 
analytics has been fixed. 

3. Assorted issues causing a leak of Client memory have been fixed. 

4. Errors causing a switch between alarm recording and continuous recording have been fixed. 

5. A possible error during camera configuration been fixed. 

6. An error causing incorrect display of forensic search results has been fixed. 

7. In some cases the Client did not work correctly after an update; this has been fixed. 

8. An error causing incorrect operation of the Client during archive navigation has been fixed. 

9. An error disabling motion-based recording has been fixed. 

10. An error in HTTP-API causing incorrect statistics output has been fixed. 

11. An error that caused archives to function incorrectly in some cases after a crash and 
automatic restart of the relevant micromodule has been fixed. 

12. An error causing incorrect operation of the web server has been fixed. 

13. An error that in some cases led to disconnection of an archive partition has been fixed. 

http://www.axxonsoft.com/
http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/
http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/time_compressor.php
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14. An error that in some cases led to incorrect operation of the PTZ Control Panel with 
cameras connected via the ONVIF protocol has been fixed. 

15. An error causing incorrect listing of cameras in archive settings has been fixed. 

16. An error that in some cases led to incorrect reading of sensor values from some cameras 
has been fixed. 

17. Incorrect display of the current camera signal status (No Signal message even though video 
is available) has been fixed. 

18. Deletion of PTZ presets has been fixed. 

19. An error preventing selection of the correct monitor for launching in full-screen mode has 
been fixed.  

20. Fixed error in web client that led to incorrect display of whether an archive contains 
recorded video. 

21. Fixed error in web client that led to incorrect display of video in Safari. 

IP device support 

The release includes Drivers Pack 3.2.27 for IP devices support. Detailed information about the 
Drivers Pack, where to find the latest set of drivers, and the list of supported hardware is available 
on the following page: 

http://www.axxonsoft.com/integrated_security_solutions/supported_ip.php 

Downloads and licensing 

The Axxon Next installer includes both the client and server components. The client can be 

installed on a computer together with the server, or installed on a separate dedicated client 

workstation. There is no limit on the total number of servers and clients in a system. 

Axxon Next can be activated in one of three modes: 

The free version supports 1 server, 16 cameras, 1 TB storage, and an unlimited number of clients. 

Detailed information on the differences between the paid, trial, and free versions and the licensing 

guidelines can be found on the AxxonSoft website at  

http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/versions.php 

Download the Axxon Next 3.6.1 installer and documentation:  

http://www.axxonsoft.com/resources/downloads.php 

Product documentation 

System Requirements 

Axxon Next Installation Guide 

Axxon Next Activation Guide 

http://www.axxonsoft.com/
http://www.axxonsoft.com/integrated_security_solutions/supported_ip.php
http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/versions.php
http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/versions.php
http://www.axxonsoft.com/resources/downloads.php
http://www.axxonsoft.com/resources/downloads.php
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/next36en/Recommended+platforms
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/next36en/Installation
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/next36en/Activation+Guide
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Quick Start Quide 

Complete Axxon Next 3.6.1 Documentation 
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https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/next36en/Quick+Start+Guide
https://doc.axxonsoft.com/confluence/display/next36en/Documentation

